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1) How do we get buy-in from the folks that live in Summerlin, Green Valley/Anthem, 
Northwest, Southern Highlands, etc. who will not initially have the benefit of using the light 
rail system?  

 
Answer: We need to continue to educate our community about potential mobility options and 
opportunities that can benefit our entire community. Currently, we are directly connecting with various 
groups and individuals across the valley about our On Board study, the community’s future transit plan, 
through speaking engagements and community events. Not only are we educating them about the 
options and opportunities that exist for the future, we are also receiving their feedback and will be 
weighing their concerns and desires when drafting the final On Board plan. 
 
Our population continues to increase and the number of visitors to Las Vegas is expected to increase as 
well. Congestion is only going to increase, and we can’t build enough lanes to solve this. These 
additional residents and visitors are critical to our economy and will place greater demands on our 
transportation network. We need to develop and implement solutions that can offer efficient and 
affordable ways to get around town. A well-designed transit system also encourages economic and real 
estate development, and helps attract the businesses and workforce necessary to compete with other 
regions. Those who live in outlying areas of the valley need to be educated about these benefits. 
 
 

2) Is there a master plan for when the light rail system is eventually built out?  
 
Answer: Yes. Currently, the RTC is leading a regional planning effort called On Board, which is our 
community’s new comprehensive mobility plan for Southern Nevada. This visionary plan will identify 
how enhancements to the current bus system, new high-capacity transit services and emerging transit 
technologies can improve future mobility and accessibility for our residents and visitors. 
 
 

3) Does the master plan include arteries out to the suburbs and will there be stops with park and 
rides so this eventually becomes a commuter system?  

 
Answer: On Board is looking at the main corridors throughout this valley, including in our suburbs to 
best address how to get people from where they live to where they work. This includes looking at where 
it makes sense to extend light rail and look at other options including park-and-ride facilities and first-
mile/last-mile solutions. We have been working very closely with the local jurisdictions since day one of 
the On Board study to ensure the final plan examines all areas of the valley. 
 
 

4) Is there concern that TOD along Maryland Parkway will be so successful that current residents 
will be pushed out due to gentrification?  

 
Answer: Transit-oriented development (TOD) doesn’t directly cause gentrification, but it can help 
predict where gentrification may occur. The RTC will continue to work with our local governments, 
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developers and community leaders to help educate and leverage the best practices and experiences of 
other cities in this regard.  
 
 

5) Why isn’t the focus on commuters that head to the Strip from suburban areas in the valley in 
three shifts to the Strip? 

 
Answer: The On Board study is looking at the entire region, and workforce mobility is a key component 
of that study. The work-commute trip is a critical factor in transit productivity. Eighty-five percent of 
Southern Nevada residents who ride the bus use it to get to work. 
 
Southern Nevada has a unique opportunity to leverage commuting patterns into a successful high-
capacity transit (HCT) system. Most of the region’s jobs are concentrated in the urban core, which 
includes the Strip, downtown Las Vegas, and the surrounding area. This concertation makes it easier to 
serve these jobs by transit than if they were spread uniformly throughout the region. 
 
Located in the urban core, Maryland Parkway is a focus for the first HCT system in the valley because it is 
one of the business routes outside of the Strip, and it connects to 25 of the RTC’s 39 transit routes. Nine 
of these 25 routes are the busiest in the valley, and Maryland Parkway is a main connector to every 
other major arterial in the valley. 
 
 

6) Is there a psychological difference for a rider getting on a bus vs. getting on a train?  
 
Answer: We can’t speak to the psychological difference for the two modes of transportation, but the 
mode of transportation appears to have an effect on how people act. For example, the difference 
between the projected ridership numbers for Maryland Parkway between bus rapid transit (13,300 
daily) and urban light rail (16,100 daily) are small but noticeable, despite the same frequency and 
number of stops. The modeling for these numbers is based on similar transit systems around the 
country. The difference may be partially attributed to the notion that some individuals are more inclined 
to use rail versus a bus.  
 

7) What will our strategies be to counteract outside groups that come here to oppose rail?  
 
Answer: It is the RTC’s role and responsibility to listen to, engage and educate our entire community 
regarding transportation issues in Southern Nevada. These include having discussions about different 
mobility options, the benefits of these options, their associated costs, and the underlying transportation 
needs of our community. Our community will need to decide if and how they would want to address 
outside groups. 
 
 

8) Have you seen specific demand from businesses that want light rail?   
 
Answer: Many businesses understand that other cities that have invested in transportation 
improvements have then experienced economic development around these improvements. 
Communities like Salt Lake City and Denver market their light rail systems as amenities to attract 
businesses. We’ve seen support for new transportation infrastructure from local businesses such as the 
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Boulevard Mall, Sunrise Hospital, as well as UNLV, and business groups such as the Downtown Vegas 
Alliance and the Maryland Parkway Coalition.  
 
 

9) Will more businesses locate from out of state if they know we have a viable commuter rail 
system?  

 
Answer: Commuter rail is a type of heavy-rail system different than light rail or rapid bus. It typically 
serves suburban communities that are quite a distance from urban centers.  Because Las Vegas has 
more concentrated development in the metropolitan area, we don't currently need this type of service. 
 
A comprehensive transportation network and access to a mass transit system are major considerations 
for businesses such as Amazon that seek to relocate in new regions. Adding mobility options will only 
make Southern Nevada more competitive in attracting new businesses and a talented workforce. 
 
 

10) What is the process of winning federal funds? What are our chances?  
 
Answer: The RTC would seek a portion of the funding through the federal Capital Investment Grant 
program, also known as the Federal Transit Administration (FTA)’s New Starts program for the light rail 
option or Small Starts for the bus rapid transit (BRT) option, which would cover up to 49 percent of the 
capital costs. 
 
Once the RTC board makes a transit technology recommendation for the Maryland Parkway Corridor, 
the RTC would begin work on project development and preliminary engineering and design. We would 
then apply for a federal funding rating, and if awarded, enter into a full funding grant agreement. 
 
Federal grant programs are highly competitive and numerous metropolitan areas and cities submit 
applications. However, Maryland Parkway is unique and likely a competitive applicant given its density, 
diverse employment centers, high transit ridership and ongoing economic redevelopment that will only 
be further supported by a transit investment.   

• Maryland Parkway Route 109 is currently one of the most productive routes outside of the Las 
Vegas Strip in terms of number of passengers per hour, passengers per mile and farebox 
recovery. Route 109 sees more than 9,000 passenger trips daily.  

• Route 109 connects to 25 of the RTC’s 39 transit routes, nine of which are the busiest in the 
valley, making it the main connector to every other major arterial in the valley.  

• Nearly 36,000 vehicles travel through the corridor daily.  

• More than 90,000 residents and 85,000 jobs are within a quarter mile of the corridor. 
 
 

11) Why we would go “hat in hand” to the federal government?  
 
Answer: As a public agency that wants to be responsible stewards of local taxpayer dollars, we consider 
every available funding opportunity that would help us build projects that move our community 
forward. FTA funds exist for communities just like ours to build transportation projects. These funds are 
paid by our residents through their federal tax dollars, so we want to pursue any opportunity to bring 
those tax dollars back to Nevada.  
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12) What are the next steps?  

 
Answer: The timeline for the Maryland Parkway Corridor project in terms of pursuing federal funding is 
as follows: 

• September 2018: RTC Board considers input from its advisory committees, local jurisdictions and 
the public as to which option to pursue  

• October 2018-early 2019: Begin project development  

• Early 2019: Begin preliminary engineering/design  

• Summer 2019: Apply for federal competitive grant program 

• Spring 2020: Federal rating comes out  

• Spring 2021: If awarded federal funding, enter into a Full Funding Grant Agreement with the 
Federal Transit Administration  

 
 

13) Will this be a ballot initiative in 2020?  
 
Answer: Senate Bill 149 from the 2017 legislative session enables the RTC to request a ballot question to 
support transit projects for all of Southern Nevada by December 31, 2020. Our priority, however, is to 
listen and learn about what our community’s transportation priorities and mobility needs are today and 
in the future. This feedback is being compiled and incorporated into “On Board,” our community’s long-
term transit plan to improve mobility and accessibility for residents and visitors across the Las Vegas 
Valley. 
 


